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By Patrick F McManus

Simon & Schuster. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Kerplunk!: Stories, Patrick F
McManus, Patrick F. McManus's gently comic stories about outdoor life have earned him millions of
fans worldwide. With "Kerplunk!," McManus delivers a collection of folksy, wonderfully wise
depictions of country life worthy of Mark Twain. In these tall tales, McManus and his buddies learn
how not to net a fish, why you should never get your hair cut by someone who's mad at you, what
to do when a deer wanders into camp but your sleeping bag has frozen shut, and how to avoid
bird-dog flatulence. Traveling the highways and byways of the Pacific Northwest, the delightful
backcountry characters of "Kerplunk!" understand how a life of hunting and fishing -- and its
inherent potential for misadventure -- can resonate with larger meaning. McManus's characters
know exactly why it costs $500 to make a fly lure that retails for $2; why installing a boat trailer
hookup can lead to divorce; and, most important, why you should always listen for the sound of
your fishing line hitting the water -- because in life as it is in fishing, you don't know you're in the
water until you hear the...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life period will probably be convert as soon as you
comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe

Undoubtedly, this is actually the very best job by any writer. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning when you check with me).
-- Pr of . La wson Stokes IV-- Pr of . La wson Stokes IV
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